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1 Introduction

It is universally recognized that one of the most challenging problems in quantum the-

ory is the description of the equilibration process, in particular, the thermalization. The

AdS/CFT correspondence [1–3] proposes a powerful tool for a description of thermalization

process in general class of strongly coupling quantum theories. In the holographic duality,

the temperature in the quantum field theory is related with the black hole (or black brane)

temperature in the dual background [4]–[6]. The thermalization within AdS/CFT duality

corresponds to a black hole formation, see [7–11]. The simplest description of a black hole

formation process is provided by the Vaidya deformation of a given background. This

model serves as a relatively simple and universal holographic model of thermalization with

a wide range of applicability in different physical situations, see [13]–[51] and references

therein. Thick shell Vaidya models can be solved only numerically, meanwhile several thin

shell models admit an analytical solution [13, 14, 16]. Thin shell models capture all fea-

tures of evolution during sharp quenches [19, 20] and in the low-dimensional case reproduce

results obtained in the conformal field theory [52, 53].

All these models have zero initial temperature. However, not all interesting non-

equilibrium processes in strongly correlated systems start from zero temperature. Espe-

cially, this concerns phenomena related to biological systems. In particular, application

of holographic approach to a part of the photosynthetic process [45] requires considera-

tion of the global quench of thermal states. From non-holographic point of view, a global
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quench in quantum field theory starting from a thermal initial state has been considered

for massive non-interacting field models in [54].

In this paper, in the holographic approach, we study the simplest process associated

with a global quench of the thermal initial state, which leads to an increase in temperature.

As a holographic dual to this process, we use the so-called double-BTZ-Vaidya background.

This background interpolates between two AdS black holes with different temperatures.

The thin shell limit of this background corresponds to the sharp quench. We show that holo-

graphic non-equilibrium heating inherits typical properties of holographic thermalization.

Behaviour of the holographic entanglement entropy (HEE) during thermalization have been

studied in details by H.Liu and J.Suh [19, 20], see also [17, 22, 49]. They have shown, that

during thermalization the HEE passes several regimes, namely, the pre-local-equilibration

quadratic growth, the post-local-equilibration linear growth, the late-time regime, and the

saturation regime. We show that all these regimes are present in non-equilibrium heating.

We also show that although the evolution of the large regions of entanglement entropy is

controlled by the geometry around and within the horizon of the emerging black hole, the

quantitative characteristics of evolution from the thermal state also depend substantially

on the horizon of the initial black hole. We calculate the corrections to different scaling

coefficients taking into account non-zero initial temperature.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2.1 we sketch the dual geometry of non-

equilibrium heating process. Then in section 2.2 we present the new explicit formulae

for the entanglement entropy evolution after the global quench of initially thermal state.

After that, in section 2.3, we study in details relations between bulk characteristics of

the geodesics anchored on the interval and the boundary data. In section 3.1 we list the

specific regimes in non-equlibrium heating and compare with some previous results about

behavior of the entanglement entropy during thermalization. Section 3.2 is devoted to the

initial quadratic growth regime. In section 3.3 we compute the scaling characteristics of the

memory loss regime in the process of the global quench of thermal state with temperature

Ti 6= 0. We find out the universal critical behaviour of the scaling exponents for Ti 6== 0.

The main focus here is on their dependences on the final and initial temperatures. In the

final section 4 we conclude and we discuss some possible generalizations.

2 Holographic entanglement entropy in dBTZ-Vaidya background

2.1 The dual geometry

We are interested in the evolution of holographic entanglement entropy of the interval of

length ` and at time τ in holographic setup described by the double-BTZ-Vaidya quench

(see figure 1). We call double-BTZ-Vaidya or dBTZ-Vaidya the geometry that describes

shell of null matter accreting in the black hole background. We focus on the thin shell

limit of this metric. In contrast to usual BTZ-Vaidya geometry (sometimes it is called

AdS-Vaidya geometry) black hole is present from the very beginning of process. Thus we

consider black hole evolving from the initial state defined by the horizon position zH to

the final state with horizon zh as a dual background. The dBTZ-Vaidya metric in the thin
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singularity singularity

AdS

BH zh BH zhBH zH

z = 0

v = 0
v = 0

Figure 1. Penrose diagrams for double-BTZ-Vaidya geometry defined by (2.1) and (2.2). The left

plot corresponds to zH = 0 (usual BTZ-Vaidya spacetime), the right plot corresponds to the case

zH > 0.

shell limit is given by

ds2 =
R2

z2

(
−f(z, v)dv2 − 2dvdz + d~x2

)
, f(z, v) = θ(v)fh(z) + θ(−v)fH(z) (2.1)

and functions fH and fh are defined as

fH = 1−
(
z

zH

)2

, fh = 1−
(
z

zh

)2

, zh < zH , (2.2)

where the time is related with variable v as

v < 0 : t = v + zHarctanh
z

zH
; v > 0 : t = v + zharctanh

z

zh
. (2.3)

Usual holographic BTZ-Vaidya setup is recovered in the limit zH → ∞. The initial and

final temperatures and energy densities are

Ti =
1

2πzH
, Tf =

1

2πzh
, Ei =

R

8πGN

1

z2
H

, Ef =
R

8πGN

1

z2
h

, (2.4)

where GN is Newton’s constant in the bulk and R is a typical scale in the bulk. Note,

that the case zH < zh corresponds to a model of cooling [15] and this model violates NEC

condition [19].

2.2 The geodesic length

Now let us turn to the description of the holographic entanglement entropy of the in-

terval in non-equilibrium heating process dual to the metric (2.1). This entanglement
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entropy is obtained explicitly as a length of the geodesic that are spacelike, with both end-

points anchored on the boundary at the same time τ and length separation `. Also these

geodesics are called ETEBA (Equal-Time Endpoints Boundary Anchored) geodesics for

brevity, see [24]. In this paper we set R = 1 and also ignore the factors of 4G identifying

the length of ETEBA geodesics with the entanglement entropy. This class of geodesics

in dBTZ geometry has been considered in [23]. For the sake of convenience we introduce

parameter κ = zh/zH . The formula for entanglement entropy has the form

S = log

(
R

ε

zh
`Sκ(ρ, s)

sinh
τ

zh

)
, (2.5)

where the form of Sκ will be given below (see formula (2.7)). This formula has the form

similar to that from [26] and in the limit κ→ 0 the function S0(ρ, s) = s recovering the re-

sult of [26]. Formula (2.5) contains parameters ρ and s related with the bulk characteristics

of the geodesic

s =
zc
z∗
, ρ =

zh
zc
, c =

√
1− s2, s = sinφ, (2.6)

where zc is the point where the geodesic crosses the shell and z∗ is the turning point

of the geodesic. Using these parameters the explicit formula for Sκ has the form

Sκ(ρ, s) =
cρ+ ∆

∆
·

√
∆2 − c2ρ2

ρ (c2ρ+ 2c∆ + ρ)− κ2
, (2.7)

and for simplicity we define γ = 1 − κ2 and ∆ =
√
ρ2 − κ2. The final ingredient to

describe the geodesic length is the relation obtained in [23] between boundary separation

`, time τ and bulk data ρ and s. These formulae, being quite complicated are the explicit

generalization of the similar relation from [26]. Let us define the total length ` as ` =

`− + `+. Here `− is the length of the part of the geodesic under the shell, i.e. between

points z∗ and zc, while `− is the length of the part of the geodesic connecting points zc and

boundary z = 0 at x = ` over the shell. The expressions for τ and ` take the form

τ

zh
= arccoth

(
−cκ2 + 2cρ2 + c+ 2∆ρ

2cρ+ 2∆

)
, (2.8)

`+ =
zh
2

log

(
c2γ4 − 4∆

(
cs
(
κ2 − 2ρ2 + 1

)
+ ∆ + ∆

(
ρ2 − 2

)
s2
)

c2γ4 − 4∆2(ρs− 1)2

)
,

`− =
zh
2κ

log

(
(cκ+ ∆s)2

ρ2s2 − κ2

)
. (2.9)

It is useful to consider the difference ∆S between the entanglement at the current time

moment S(`, τ) and the final state entanglement entropy value Seq

∆S(`, τ) = S(`, τ)− Seq(`), (2.10)

where Seq is defined as

Seq = log

(
R

ε

zh
`

sinh
`

zh

)
. (2.11)
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The bulk variables define relative position of the geodesic top z∗ and the point where

geodesic crosses the null shell zc with restrictions z∗ < zH and zc < z∗. There are still 3

types of ETEBA geodesics as in [13, 19, 20].

For τ < 0 our ETEBA geodesic (first type) lies entirely in the BTZ bulk with temper-

ature Ti. The entanglement entropy in this case is independent of τ and equals to

Si = log

(
R

ε

zH
`

sinh
`

zH

)
, (2.12)

where ε is the UV regularization. For τ < 0 the limit of large interval length ` → ∞
corresponds to z∗ → zH (here we mean that z∗ → zH − 0 ) in accordance with [49]. Let us

fix ` and start to increase the time τ .

At very small τ > 0, the ETEBA geodesic starts intersecting the null shell and for

τ � zh the point of intersection is close to the boundary, zc � zh. This is the second type

of the ETEBA geodesics.

When τ is of order zh the ETEBA geodesic (third type) intersects the shell behind the

horizon, i.e. zc > zh. At some time τ = τs the ETEBA geodesic lies entirely in the black

hole (with the temperature Tf ) region. The role of the second horizon located at z = zH
is that it pulls out of the ETEBA geodesic with the top z∗ > zh to the first horizon, and

this effect is stronger as the difference of two temperatures decrease, i.e. κ→ 1.

The described ETEBA geodesics length also is related to the equal-time two-point

correlation function. The equal-time two-point function 〈O(x, t)O(x′, t)〉 of operators O

with large conformal dimension ∆ between points on the boundary x and x′ at a time

moment t is expressed as

G
(
x, x′, t

)
= e−∆L(x,x′,t), (2.13)

where L(x, x′, t) is the corresponding geodesic length. The geodesics described above are

responsible for different regimes of behavior of the two-point correlator.

2.3 Critical curve

Formula (2.8) gives the explicit dependence for ` and τ from the geometry of the entan-

glement surface specified by parameters ρ and φ. For any 0 ≤ κ ≤ 1 there is a critical

curve in the parameter space ρ and φ, so that only on the right of this line (the red line in

figure 2) one can perform the single-valued change of variables (ρ, φ)→ (`, τ). To visualize

this change of variables it is convenient to draw the lines of fixed values of ` and τ (brown

and blue lines in figure 2). From figure 2 we see that large values of ` and τ are located

near the critical line. The explicit form of the critical line ρ = ρ∗(φ) is defined by the

function ρ∗ = 1
2V(κ, φ),

V(κ, φ) ≡ 1 + (1− Q) cscφ, Q(κ, φ) ≡
√

(1− 2κ2) cos2 φ+ 2κ2(1− sinφ). (2.14)

Substituting ρ∗ into (2.8) one can check, that τ and `+ are equal to infinity on the critical

line. Near the critical line we have

−cκ2 + 2cρ2 + c+ 2ρ
√
ρ2 − κ2

2cρ+ 2
√
ρ2 − κ2

∣∣∣∣∣
ρ=ρ∗+ε

= 1 + 2εKτ (φ, κ) + O
(
ε2
)
,
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Figure 2. The contour plots for ` and τ as functions of ρ and φ for different κ = 0 and κ = 0.667.

These plots show that on the right of the critical line (the darker red line) for ` > τ we can

always find solution to the system of equations: τ = τ(ρ, φ); ` = `(ρ, φ). Lines of the equal times

τ = 0.7, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5 in all panels are shown by blue color with increasing thickness from right

to left. Lines of the equal ` = 0.7, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5 in all panels are shown by brown with increasing

thickness from up to bottom.

where

K(κ, φ) =
c2∆

(
κ2 + 2ρ2 − 1

)
+ cρ

(
−3κ2 + 4ρ2 − 1

)
+ 2∆3

4∆(cρ+ ∆)2

∣∣∣
ρ=ρ∗

,

and, therefore, we get the following time asymptotic near the critical curve

τ = −zh
2

log ε− zh
2

logK + O(ε). (2.15)

The expansion for `+ takes the similar form

`+ ≈ −
zh
2

log ε+
zh
2

logK+, (2.16)

where the function K+ = N
K is defined as

K = 2
√

2Q sinφ− 4 cos2 φ+ 4κ2(2 sinφ(1− sinφ)− Q),

N = 4
(
κ2 − 1

)2
cos2 φ−

(
V2 − 4κ2

) ((
V2 − 8

)
sin2 φ+ 4

)
4

+

+
1

2

√
V2 − 4κ2

(
V2 − 2

(
κ2 + 1

))
sin(2φ), (2.17)

where V and Q is defined by (2.14).

The expression for `− is not singular on the critical line

`− =
zh
2κ

logK−, K− =
2 sinφ

√
V2 − 4κ2 + 4κ cosφ

V2 sin2 φ− 4κ2
. (2.18)

In the limit of κ→ 0 we reproduce the expressions from [19]

K(κ, φ) →
κ→0

1 + cot
φ

2
, K+(κ, φ) →

κ→0

cot φ2 + 1

cot φ2
, K−(κ, φ) ≈

κ∼0
1. (2.19)
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ΔS

Figure 3. The dependence of ∆S on time τ for ` = 5 for different values of zH =∞, 3, 2, 1.3 from

down to top.

3 Universality of critical behaviour

3.1 Regimes in holographic heating

In this subsection we establish different regimes of heating using the asymptotic behavior

of our explicit formula (2.5). The regimes classification and notion of memory loss for BTZ-

Vaidya model have been considered in [19]. The equilibration starting from initial thermal

state shares all basic regimes of thermalization process. There are the following regimes

corresponding to different asymptotics for ∆S(`, τ) = S − Seq. For time dependence of

the entanglement entropy corresponding to different initial temperatures see figure 3. Also

see figure 4 below where we plot the comparison for approximations of different regimes

asymptotics on timescale versus exact formula. It is worth to note a smooth character of

the saturation regime (magenta and red lines in figure 4).

Namely

• Pre-local-equilibration growth regime is considered in 3.2

• Memory loss and subregimes of this regime is the main subject of section 3.3. Post-

local-equilibration linear growth is considered in 3.3.1, the saturation subregime is

the subject of subsection 3.3.2 and late-time memory loss is briefly discussed in 3.3.3.

3.2 Pre-local equilibration growth

In [19] it was found, that the entanglement entropy in the system with zero initial tem-

perature following the sharp quench first of all exhibits the period of quadratic growth.

As in zero initial temperature case the quadratic growth regime is also present for Ti > 0.
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Quadratic

growth

Linear growth
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Figure 4. Typical time dependence of ∆S(`, τ) for some fixed ` and zH (here ` = 7 and zH = 2).

The red curve is the entanglement entropy dependence ∆S(`, τ), the blue curve is the quadratic

approximation to initial growth (3.3), the green line is the linear growth regime (3.18) and magenta

line corresponds to the asymptotic describing saturation regime (3.24).

This regime takes place before the local equilibration defined by the scale ξ ≈ 1/Tf is es-

tablished. Pre-local equilibration growth regime occurs for small τ , namely when τ � zh.

Here we consider this regime assuming that `→ 0.

Using equations (2.8) when φ → 0 and τ/zh → 0 we get the asymptotic for ρ corre-

sponding to this limit

ρ ≈ zh
τ

+B
τ

zh
, B =

3κ2 + 1

12
. (3.1)

Also from (2.8) we get the expansion for ` in the form

` ≈ t

sinφ
+

κ2t3

3z2
h sin3 φ

− 3κ2 + 1

12

t3

z2
h sinφ

. (3.2)

From equation (2.5), and expansions (3.1) and (3.2) we get that ∆S (in the limit

`→ 0) has the form

∆S ≈ gκ · τ2, (3.3)

gκ =

(
1− κ2

)
4z2
h

. (3.4)

This is the behavior of entanglement entropy in pre-local equilibration growth regime also

known as quadratic growth regime. We explicitly observe the dependence on initial tem-

perature. One can rewrite (3.3) using (2.4) in the form

∆S ≈ 2π (Ef − Ei) τ
2. (3.5)
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Similar to the thermalization case before the local equilibration of the system the data char-

acterizing the initial growth is the energy density difference between initial and final state.

3.3 Memory loss regime

Memory loss and subregimes of this regime [19] are the main subjects of this section. This

regime occurs when both τ and ` are larger than zh

zh � τ ≤ `.

Memory loss means that after the time when local equilibrium is established the entangle-

ment propagation has the dependence only on difference `−τ instead of ` and τ separately.

Depending on the ratio of `− t to `, τ , zh there are the following more detailed subregimes

cases. The first subregime we discuss is post-local-equilibration linear growth, with entropy

dependence

∆S ≈ (1− κ)(`− τ), (3.6)

where ` is large and zh � τ � `. Then we consider the saturation regime, characterized

by the entanglement entropy dependence

∆S ≈ −fκ
(
`− τ
zh

)3/2

− nκ

(
`− τ
zh

)2

, (3.7)

where coefficients fκ and nκ depend on the initial temperature. These coefficients are

calculated in section 3.3.2. The validity of this regime is provided when ` − τ � zh. The

last regime is the late-time memory loss regime. It occurs when ` � ` − τ � zh. We

briefly discuss this regime in section 3.3.3.

Using formulae (2.15) and (2.18) we get, that near the critical curve the difference

T− ≡ 1/zh (τ − `) is finite and can be expressed in the form

T− = −χκ(φ), (3.8)

where function χκ is defined as

χκ(φ) ≡ −1

2
logK(κ, φ)K+(κ, φ)− 1

2κ
logK−(κ, φ).

The second light cone variable T+ ≡ τ/zh + `/zh is singular near the critical line T+ ∼
− log ε. The function χκ(φ) plays an important role in what follows, controlling the behavior

of the light cone variable T−. In the limit κ→ 0 we have χκ(φ) →
κ→0

χ0(φ), where

χ0(φ) = cot
φ

2
− 1− log cot

φ

2
(3.9)

is in accordance with [19]. The inverse function χ−1 can be expressed in terms of Lambert

function W

φ = χ−1
0 (T−) = 2arccot

(
−W−1

(
−eT−−1

))
. (3.10)
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Now let us consider the entanglement entropy behavior near the critical line

S − Seq = log
1

S

sinh τ
zh

sinh `
zh

≈ τ − `
zh
− 2 sinh

τ − `
zh

e
− τ+`

zh − logS (φ, ρ∗H , κ) . (3.11)

Note, that S(φ, ρ, κ) is not singular on the critical line. Neglecting the exponentially small

terms in (3.11) and introducing Sκ(φ) = S(φ, ρ∗H , κ) we get

∆S ≡ S − Seq ≈ T− − logSκ(φ). (3.12)

Formula (3.8) gives the representation of φ in terms of T− as φ = χ−1
κ (−T−). Near the

critical line the entanglement entropy has the wave spreading

∆S ≈ T− − logSκ

(
χ−1
κ (−T−)

)
. (3.13)

The dependence of entanglement entropy propagation only on T−, i.e. realization of the

memory loss regime, is based on the exponential suppression of T+ dependence, see (3.11),

and dependence of S only on φ near the critical line.

3.3.1 Post-local-equilibration linear growth. Expansion near ϑκ

Above we established that the memory loss regime corresponds to the specific behavior of

∆S, ` and τ in parametric space ρ and φ near the critical curve resulting in dependence

only on difference ` − τ . To pick out the specific behavior of entanglement corresponding

to linear growth subregime let us analyse the behavior of ` on the critical curve. First let

us consider `−. The new feature of behavior of `− on the critical curve for κ > 0, is that

it is singular near φ = ϑκ, where

ϑκ = arccos

(√
1 + 2κ− 3κ2

√
1 + 2κ+ κ2

)
. (3.14)

When φ = ϑκ + δ we get

`−
zh
≈ − log δ

2κ
+ ζ−κ , ζ−κ =

1

2κ
log

(
4κ
(
−2κ2 + κ+ 1

)
(κ+ 1)2

√
(2− 3κ)κ+ 1

)
. (3.15)

Since time τ and `+ are not singular near this point we get

− T− = χκ(ϑκ + δ) = − 1

2κ
log δ + ζκ, ζκ = ζ−κ +

1

2
log

κ2

(1 + κ)2
. (3.16)

The function S from equation (2.7) has the expansion near the critical line and at φ →
ϑκ + δ,

Sκ(ρ, s)
∣∣∣
ρ=ρcr,φ=ϑκ+δ

=
2qκ
rκ
δ1/2, (3.17)

where qκ depends on δ and rκ is some constant. We do not need to determine them

explicitly. For completeness as an example at κ = 0.25 we have q0.25 = 0.39δ and rκ is

approximated by rκ = 1.331 − 3(κ− 0.334)2.

– 10 –
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Hence we have the expansion of ∆S

∆S ≈ T− − log
2qκ
rκ
e−κ(−T−−ζκ) = (1− κ)T− − κζκ − log

2qκ
rκ
. (3.18)

Therefore, the linear coefficient is changed as compare to the case of the initial zero tem-

perature, and it is

kκ = 1− κ. (3.19)

The coefficient kκ is identified with the entanglement velocity [19, 55]. The coefficient

k0 = 1 corresponds to Ti = 0 and this is one of the fundamental facts about two-dimensional

CFT. The fact, that initial temperature decreases this coefficient, can have two different

explanations, see [55]. The first one is the presence of quasiparticles, streaming from

the quench start with the speed less than CFT speed of sound. The second one is the

consequence of particle multiple re-scattering and interactions. See [57, 59] for description

of CFT in thermal state deformation by interaction. Now let us define W (t) as a state of

the half-space of our system at moment t. Then we define w(t) as a boundary point of this

half space. Finally define X to be the null vicinity of point w(t). The coefficient (3.19)

also give rise to connection (see formula 2.9 in [55] and general discussion) with the mutual

information I(W (t), X)

κ ∼ I(W (t), X). (3.20)

This indicates presence of entanglement inside the effective emergent light cone between

EPR pairs produced by quench.

3.3.2 Saturation. Expansion near π/2

The equilibration process ends with the saturation regime. In [20, 49] the dependence of

entanglement entropy in this regime for 2d holographic CFT for Ti = 0 was found. We

generalize this result on the case when initial temperature is not zero. Here we naturally

consider the saturation as one of the limiting forms of memory loss regime, namely limit

T− → −0 in (3.18). This corresponds to time scales near the final equilibration time ts ≈ `.
In parametric space this regime corresponds to the values φ→ π/2.

Let us consider asymptotics of τ and ` = `− + `+ given by (2.18) and (2.15) when

φ→ π/2. In this limit the asymptotic expansion for the combination `− τ takes the form

`− τ
zh

= χκ(φ) ≈ zhδ
2

2 (1− κ2)
+

(
zh + 2κ2zh

)
δ3

6 (1− κ2)3/2
−
(
5zh + 7κ2zh

)
δ4

24(1− κ)2(1 + κ)2
, (3.21)

where δ ≈ π/2− φ. The inverse function χ−1 is expressed in the form

δ ≈ −
√

2 (1− κ2)

(
`− τ
zh

)1/2

+

√
1− κ2

(
1 + 2κ2

)
3

`− τ
zh
−

−
(
20κ4 − κ2 − 10

)√
1− κ2

18
√

2

(
`− τ
zh

)3/2

. (3.22)

Finally, expanding logS near φ→ π/2

logS ≈ δ2

2 (1− κ2)
+

κ2δ3

2 (1− κ2)3/2
+

(
2 + 7κ2 + 3κ4

)
δ4

24 (1− κ2)2 , (3.23)
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we get

∆S ≈ −fκ
(
`− τ
zh

)3/2

− nκ

(
`− τ
zh

)2

(3.24)

fκ =

(√
2
(
1− κ2

))
3

, nκ =

(
1− κ2

)2
6

,

which generalizes the result obtained in [19, 49]. We see that there is essential dependence of

the coefficient fκ in front of scaling law on the initial temperature. Note, that at κ = 1 all the

expansion for saturation regime vanishes identically. The initial temperature dependence

of the saturation regime involves only powers of 1 − κ2.

3.3.3 Late-time memory loss regime. Interpolation between φ = ϑκ and π/2

There is an additional regime taking place on the timescale between linear growth and

saturation interpolating between them. It is called [19] “late-time memory loss”. In this

regime the entanglement entropy depends only on time remaining till saturation. We

outline some approximate formulae to describe this regime. As interpolation functions

xκ(φ) to χκ(φ) on the interval (ϑκ, π/2) we take

xκ = aκ

cot
φ− ϑκ

2bκ
− cot

π
2 − ϑκ

2bκ
− log

cot φ−ϑκ2bκ

cot
π
2
−ϑκ
2bκ

 ,

where the numerical values of aκ and bκ are some numerical constants, for example a0.1 =

0.15 and b0.1 = 2.5. The inverse functions to xκ are given by

x−1
κ ≡ φ = ϑκ + 2bκarccotW−1

(
− e−

xκ
aκ
−cotφκ,0 cotφκ,0

)
,

where we define φκ,0 as

φκ,0 ≡
π
2 − ϑκ

2bκ
. (3.25)

Substituting φκ,0 in (3.18) we get

∆S ≈ T− − logSκ

(
ϑκ + 2bκarccotW−1

(
− e

T
aκ
−cotφκ,0 cotφκ,0

))
. (3.26)

4 Conclusions and discussions

In this paper using holographic approach, we have considered the evolution of entanglement

entropy of single interval during equilibration after the global sharp quench of the initial

thermal state at temperature Ti. This quench is followed by non-equilibrium heating up of

the system to temperature Tf . We use Vaidya thin shell in the BTZ black hole background

(so-called double-BTZ-Vaidya) as a holographic model of the process. The main purpose of

this paper is to compare global quench process starting from thermal initial state with the

one starting from the vacuum state. We have shown that the quench starting from thermal

initial state shares all qualitative features of zero initial temperature case, but there is a

quantitative dependence on κ = Ti/Tf .
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We have calculated the critical exponents corresponding to various regimes of entangle-

ment entropy propagation. These exponents turn out to be independent on temperature.

However, the coefficients fκ, nκ, kκ and gκ (see (3.3), (3.19) and (3.24)) corresponding to

these exponents are κ-dependent. Namely, in section 3.2 we have derived the corrections

to quadratic growth regime that occurs before local equilibrium is set. The pre-local-

equilibration stage in non-equilibrium heating is very similar to one during thermaliza-

tion [20]. In our case the early growth time dependence is proportional to the difference of

the energy densities

∆S = 2π (Ef − Ei) τ
2 + . . . , (4.1)

that is consistent with the initial evolution of HEE with Ti = 0 [19, 20, 30–34]. For

small interval size, the local equilibration scale ξ ≈ 1/Tf is independent on the initial

temperature.

In section 3.3, using the explicit formula for the evolution of the HEE, we have shown

the existence of the memory loss regime in non-equilibrium heating. The HEE evolution

in this regime is described by the function of one variable

∆S(`, τ) ≈Mκ(`− τ), (4.2)

with an explicit dependence of the coefficient Mκ on κ. The memory loss regime occurs

long after the system has achieved local equilibration at scales of order zh. However, we

have found that details of memory loss explicitly depend on the initial temperature. Thus

we find that only geometric data are lost when the system follows this regime, while some

initial state details, like temperature, are resistant to be erased.

Similar to the thermalization [19], there are two special cases of the memory loss

regime. In section 3.3.1 we have derived corrections to post-local-equilibration linear growth

with large `, i.e. zh � τ � `. In this regime

Mκ(`− τ) ≈ −kκ(`− τ) + . . . , (4.3)

the scaling parameter kκ depends on κ as

kκ = 1− κ. (4.4)

This coefficient can be identified with the entanglement tsunami velocity. Following [55]

there are two possible explanations for the reduction of this velocity. The first one may

be related with the presence of quasiparticles, which travel with the speed less than the

effective speed of the light. The second one, is due to multiple interactions between quasi-

particles and interactions with thermal fluctuations. It is possible to interpret the decrease

in the speed of a tsunami by the propagation of entanglement inside the light cone. The

value on which this speed decreases allows an interpretation in terms of the mutual infor-

mation.

Section 3.3.2 is devoted to calculation of the corrections to critical exponents at the

saturation regime. This regime takes place when `− τ � zh, and

Mκ(`− τ) ≈ −fκ
(
`− τ
zh

)3/2

− nκ

(
`− τ
zh

)2

+ . . . (4.5)
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where the scaling parameter fκ depends on κ as

fκ =

√
2

3

(
1− κ2

)
(4.6)

and

nκ =
1

6

(
1− κ2

)2
. (4.7)

To summarize, we have shown that entanglement entropy evolution after the quench

with the thermal initial state retained all regimes of the entanglement entropy evolution

after the quench with vacuum initial state. All these evolution regimes, except satura-

tion, are also present in the quench with a strongly inhomogeneous initial state [60] (for

holographic description of single local quench see ).

It is worth to note, that in our model the equilibration time does not depend on the

initial temperature. However, as we have seen, the speed of the entanglement propagation

decreases with increasing of the initial temperature. Hence, one can conclude, that the

reason for the entanglement speed reduction is the interaction of the quasiparticles stream

with thermal fluctuations and this interaction is different at different stages of thermaliza-

tion. In other words, one can say that the system responses to the reduction of the speed of

entanglement propagation preserving full time of equilibration of the entanglement for the

given interval.

For more complicated models, we expect that

∆S(`, τ) ≈Mκ(`− vτ), (4.8)

where the form of Mκ depends on the model, but the dependence on (`−vτ) with different

value of v, will survive for more general initial states. In particular, for the linear growth

regime we expect that the speed v, which characterizes properties of the equilibrium state,

is solely determined by the black hole describing the final state. Equation (4.8) manifests

itself the local nature of the entanglement propagation. s

It would be interesting to extend the results we have obtained to the HEE and the

other nonlocal observables to a higher dimensional cases as well to study the heating pro-

cess initiated by more general quenches, in particular quenches with inhomogeneous states

(see for [58] Ti = 0 case) or defined by various infalling shells. In particular these shells in-

clude massive infalling shells, charged shells, shells with angular momentum (corresponding

thermalization process have been studied in [5, 16, 35–38, 51]). Thick shells infalling in the

black hole background in higher dimensional cases have been already used to study numer-

ically the holographic non-equilibrium heating [15]. When the thickness of the shell is less

then typical sizes of intervals which we deal with, the evolution of the entanglement entropy

for large intervals also shows the memory loss regime [20]. Also, it would be interesting

to compare the results of this work and possible higher-dimensional generalizations with

different results concerning equilibration of thermal states in holographic context including

the numerical study of black hole with falling scalar field thin shell [46] and the holographic

description of non-equilibrium thermal transport in two isolated quantum critical systems

with different temperatures is found in [47, 48].
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